
SBF Issues Mea Culpa: “I’m Sorry… I F**ked Up” As Alameda Research Winds
Down Trading

Description

In his first words since the (alleged) ponzi fraud of FTX was exposed yesterday, Sam Bankman-Fried,
CEO and founder of FTX, has issued a lengthy tweet-thread to try to explain himself.

He begins: “I’m sorry. That’s the biggest thing… I fucked up, and should have done better.”

1) I'm sorry. That's the biggest thing.

I fucked up, and should have done better.

— SBF (@SBF_FTX) November 10, 2022

And then goes on…

I also should have been communicating more very recently.

Transparently–my hands were tied during the duration of the possible Binance deal; I wasn’t
particularly allowed to say much publicly. But of course it’s on me that we ended up there in the first
place.

So here’s an update on where things are.

[THIS IS ALL ABOUT FTX INTERNATIONAL, THE NON-US EXCHANGE. FTX US USERS ARE 
FINE!]

[TREAT ALL OF THESE NUMBERS AS ROUGH. THERE ARE APPROXIMATIONS HERE.] 
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https://twitter.com/SBF_FTX/status/1590709166515310593?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


FTX International currently has a total market value of assets/collateral higher than client deposits
(moves with prices!).

But that’s different from liquidity for delivery–as you can tell from the state of withdrawals. The liquidity
varies widely, from very to very little.

The full story here is one I’m still fleshing out every detail of, but as a very high level, I fucked up twice.

The first time, a poor internal labeling of bank-related accounts meant that I was substantially 
off on my sense of users’ margin. I thought it was way lower. 

My sense before:

Actual:

Because, of course, when it rains, it pours. We saw roughly $5b of withdrawals on Sunday–the 
largest by a huge margin. 

And so I was off twice.

Which tells me a lot of things, both specifically and generally, that I was shit at.

And a third time, in not communicating enough. I should have said more. I’m sorry–I was slammed with
things to do and didn’t give updates to you all.

And so we are where we are. Which sucks, and that’s on me.

I’m sorry. 

Anyway: right now, my #1 priority–by far–is doing right by users.

And I’m going to do everything I can to do that. To take responsibility, and do what I can.

So, right now, we’re spending the week doing everything we can to raise liquidity.

I can’t make any promises about that. But I’m going to try. And give anything I have to if that will make
it work.

There are a number of players who we are in talks with, LOIs, term sheets, etc.

We’ll see how that ends up.

Every penny of that–and of the existing collateral–will go straight to users, unless or until we’ve 
done right by them.

After that, investors–old and new–and employees who have fought for what’s right for their career, and
who weren’t responsible for any of the fuck ups.
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Because at the end of the day, I was CEO, which means that *I* was responsible for making sure that
things went well. *I*, ultimately, should have been on top of everything.

I clearly failed in that. I’m sorry. 

So, what does this mean going forward?

I’m not sure–that depends on what happens over the next week.

But here are some things I know. 

First, one way or another, Alameda Research is winding down trading.

They aren’t doing any of the weird things that I see on Twitter–and nothing large at all. And one way or
another, soon they won’t be trading on FTX anymore.

Second, in any scenario in which FTX continues operating, its first priority will be radical 
transparency–transparency it probably always should have been giving.

Giving as close to on-chain transparency as it can: so that people know *exactly* what is happening on
it.

All of the stakeholders would have a hard look at FTX governance. I will not be around if I’m not
wanted.

All of the stakeholders–investors, regulators, users–would have a large part to play in how it would be
run.

Solely trust.

But all of that isn’t what matters right now–what matters right now is trying to do right by customers.
That’s it.

A few other assorted comments:

This was about FTX International. FTX US, the US based exchange that accepts Americans, was 
not financially impacted by this shitshow.

It’s 100% liquid. Every user could fully withdraw (modulo gas fees etc).

Updates on its future coming.

At some point I might have more to say about a particular sparring partner, so to speak.

But you know, glass houses. So for now, all I’ll say is:
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well played; you won. 

NOT ADVICE, OF ANY KIND, IN ANY WAY

I WAS NOT VERY CAREFUL WITH MY WORDS HERE, AND DO NOT MEAN ANY OF THEM IN A 
TECHNICAL OR LEGAL SENSE; I MAY WELL HAVE NOT DESCRIBED THINGS RIGHT though I’m 
trying to be transparent. I’M NOT A GOOD DEV AND PROBABLY MISDESCRIBED SOMETHING. 

And, finally:

I sincerely apologize.

We’ll keep sharing updates as we have them.

We are sure the likes of Tom Brady and Sequoia will forgive and forget this outright fraud… and we are
also sure that all the Democrats who received funds from this man will return those fraudulently
obtained funds to bear their ‘fair share’ for all Americans caught up in this scheme.

Meanwhile, the price of FTX Token is rising…

Further to my announcement to stand behind all Tron token (#TRX, #BTT, #JST, #SUN, 
#HT) holders on #FTX, we are putting together a solution together with #FTX to initiate a
pathway forward. @FTX_Official

— H.E. Justin Sun?????? (@justinsuntron) November 10, 2022

We wouldn’t hold our breaths.

by Tyler Durden

Category

1. Economy-Business-Fin/Invest
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/TRX?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BTT?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/JST?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/SUN?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/HT?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FTX?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FTX?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/FTX_Official?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/justinsuntron/status/1590539831276634112?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
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